All-Time Women's Legends

2001
Niesa Johnson, Alabama – Basketball
Christy Smith, Arkansas – Basketball
Ruthie Bolton-Holfield, Auburn – Basketball
Delisha Milton, Florida – Basketball
Courtney Sheila, Georgia – Swimming
Tiffany Wait, Kentucky – Basketball
Esther Jones, LSU – Track & Field
Genevieve Shy Chapman, Ole Miss – Volleyball
Angela Taylor, Mississippi State – Basketball
Charmaine Howell, South Carolina – Track & Field
Bridgegate Gordon, Tennessee – Basketball
Jim Foster, Vanderbilt – Basketball (Coach)

2002
Lillie Leatherwood, Alabama – Track & Field
Wendi Willits, Arkansas – Basketball
Reita Clanton, Auburn – Basketball
Merlakia Jones, Florida – Basketball
La'Keshia Frett, Georgia – Basketball
Valerie Still, Kentucky – Basketball
Madeline Doucet West, LSU – Basketball
Keil Purdom, Ole Miss – Golf
Kunshinge Sorrell Howard, Mississippi State – Basketball
Trinity Johnson, South Carolina – Softball
Daedra Charles, Tennessee – Basketball
Sheri Sam, Vanderbilt – Basketball

2003
Linda Burgess, Alabama – Basketball
Amber Shirley, Arkansas – Basketball
Marianne Merritt Melton, Auburn – Basketball
Tammy Jackson, Florida – Basketball
Janet Harris, Georgia – Basketball
Stacey Reed Sheppard, Kentucky – Basketball
Cornelia Gayden, LSU – Basketball
Sheila Sullivan-Hickman, Ole Miss – Basketball
LaCharlotta Smith, Mississippi State – Basketball
Dawn Ellerbe, South Carolina – Track & Field
Michelle Marciniai, Tennessee – Basketball
Wendy Scholten-Woods, Vanderbilt – Basketball

2004
Yolanda Watkins, Alabama – Basketball
Christi Smith Flowers, Arkansas – Basketball
Vicki Orr Wiley, Auburn – Basketball
Brandi McCain, Florida – Basketball
Sherrelle Warren, Georgia – Basketball
Leslie Nichols, Kentucky – Basketball
Pokey Chatman, LSU – Basketball
Glenda Springfield Scott, Ole Miss – Basketball
Wanda Calhoun Carter, Mississippi State – Basketball/Volleyball
Sheila Foster, South Carolina – Basketball
Jill Rankin Schneider, Tennessee – Basketball
Heidi Gillingham, Vanderbilt – Basketball

2005
Pauline Davis Thompson, Alabama – Track & Field
Tracy Webb Rice, Arkansas – Basketball
Mae Ola Bolton, Auburn – Basketball
Talatha Bingham, Florida – Basketball
Katrina McClain, Georgia – Basketball
Lisa Collins, Kentucky – Basketball
Julie Gross Stoudemire, LSU – Basketball
Kimsey O'Neal Cooper, Ole Miss – Basketball
Sharon Thompson, Mississippi State – Basketball
Shannon Johnson, South Carolina – Basketball
Tamika Catchings, Tennessee – Basketball
Barbara Brackman Capobianco, Vanderbilt – Basketball

2006
Penney Hauschild Buxton, Alabama – Gymnastics
Bettye Fiscus Dickey, Arkansas – Basketball
Carolyn Jones, Auburn – Basketball
Paula Weichel, Florida – Basketball
Teresa Edwards, Georgia – Basketball
Patty Jo Hedges Ward, Kentucky – Basketball
Sue Gunter, LSU – Basketball (Coach)
Jennifer Gillom, Ole Miss – Basketball
Polly Branch Pund, Mississippi State – Basketball
Krisy McPherson, South Carolina – Golf
Kara Lawson, Tennessee – Basketball
Jackie Cowan Ransom, Vanderbilt – Basketball

2007
Shelly Pyles Cunningham, Alabama – Basketball
Kimberly Wilson Jenkins, Arkansas – Basketball
Lauretta Freeman-Horn, Auburn – Basketball
Ann Marie Rogers, Florida – Administrator
Bernadette Locke Mattox, Georgia – Basketball
Lea Wise Prewitt, Kentucky – Basketball
Marie Ferdinand Harris, LSU – Basketball
Alisa Scott, Ole Miss – Basketball
Laura Springer, Mississippi State – Basketball
Lisa Misipeka, South Carolina – Track & Field
Holly Warlick, Tennessee – Basketball
Ryan Tolbert Jackson, Vanderbilt – Track & Field

2008
Carol Smith, Alabama – Basketball
Shelley Wallace, Arkansas – Basketball
Sharon Steward, Auburn – Basketball
Carol Ross, Florida – Basketball (Coach)
Lisa O'Connor, Georgia – Basketball
Nancy Napoli Johnson, Kentucky – Rifle
D'Andre Hill, LSU – Track & Field
Clara Jackson, Ole Miss – Basketball
Jennifer Fambrough, Mississippi State – Basketball
Charlotte Hamilton, South Carolina – Swimming
Sheila Collins, Tennessee – Basketball
Karen Booker, Vanderbilt – Basketball

2009
Cassandra Crypton Moorer, Alabama – Basketball
Lisa Sparks Walker, Auburn – Track & Field
Kirsty Coventry, Auburn – Swimming
Quintellia Bonner, Florida – Basketball
Kedra Holland-Corn, Georgia – Basketball
Sara Potts, Kentucky – Basketball
Jeanie Beadie Staples, LSU – Gymnastics
Cynthia Autry, Ole Miss – Basketball
Ann Lashley, Mississippi State – Basketball
Allison Brennan, South Carolina – Diving
Dena Head, Tennessee – Basketball
Misty Lamb Thompson, Vanderbilt – Basketball

2010
Andree' Pickens Houston, Alabama – Gymnastics
Shameka Christon, Arkansas – Basketball
Cicely "CC" Hayden, Auburn – Basketball
Bridget Pettis, Florida – Basketball
Lady Hardimon Grooms, Georgia – Basketball
Jocelyn Mills Lyons, Kentucky – Basketball
Seimone Augustus, LSU – Basketball
Peggie Gillom-Granderson, Ole Miss – Basketball
LaToya Thomas, Mississippi State – Basketball
Ashley Edlund Heidtke, South Carolina – Volleyball
Nikki McCray, Tennessee – Basketball
Chantelle Anderson, Vanderbilt – Basketball

2011
Shalonda Enis, Alabama – Basketball
Delmonica DeHorney Hawkins, Arkansas – Basketball
Margaret Hoelzer, Auburn – Swimming & Diving
Murriel Page, Florida – Basketball
Tracy Henderson, Georgia – Basketball
Rachel Komisarz, Kentucky – Swimming & Diving
Jenny Lidback, LSU – Golf
Jackie Martin, Ole Miss – Basketball
Tiffany McWilliams Dudley, Mississippi St. – Track & Field
Kim Pietro, South Carolina – Softball
Melissa McCray Dukes, Tennessee – Basketball
Candice Storey Lee, Vanderbilt – Basketball

2012
Kelly Kretschman, Alabama – Softball
Sytia Messer, Arkansas – Basketball
Tisa Morris, Auburn – Basketball
Cassie Macias, Florida – Basketball
Camille Lowe, Georgia – Basketball
Valerie McGovern Young, Kentucky – Track & Field
Yvette Girouard, LSU – Softball (Coach)
Yolanda Moore, Ole Miss – Basketball
Jhyia McMichael, Mississippi State – Softball
Jocelyn Penn, South Carolina – Basketball
Chamique Holdsclaw, Tennessee – Basketball
Carolyn Peck, Vanderbilt – Basketball

2013
Dominique Canty, Alabama – Basketball
Blair Savage-Lansden, Arkansas – Basketball
Becky Jackson, Auburn – Basketball
Sophia Witherspoon, Florida – Basketball
Kiesha Brown, Georgia – Basketball
Jenny Hansen, Kentucky – Gymnastics
Sandra Smith-Thompson, LSU – Gymnastics
Ole Miss did not have Legend
Alexis Rack, Mississippi State – Basketball
Joni Davis, Missouri – Basketball
Lashinda Demus, South Carolina – Track & Field
Kyra Elzy, Tennessee – Basketball
Kelly Krauskopf, Texas A&M – Basketball
Ashley McElhiney, Vanderbilt – Basketball

2014
Martha Lang Jones, Alabama – Golf
Juliet Jackson, Arkansas – Basketball
Joe Ciampi, Auburn – Basketball (Coach)
Vanessa Hayden, Florida – Basketball
Sherill Baker, Georgia – Basketball
Jodie Whitaker, Kentucky – Basketball
Amy McClosky McGinley, LSU – Gymnastics
Carol Ross, Ole Miss – Basketball
Aimee York Strickland, Mississippi State – Volleyball
Renee Kelly, Missouri – Basketball
Jennie Lloyd, South Carolina – Soccer
Cindy Noble Hauserman, Tennessee – Basketball
A'Quonesia Franklin, Texas A&M – Basketball
Kelly Dougherty Stallworth, Vanderbilt – Basketball

2015
Erin Heffner Ventress, Alabama – Volleyball (Posthumous)
Sarah Pfeifer, Arkansas – Basketball
Barbara Camp, Auburn – Administrator
LaTonya McGhee, Florida – Basketball
Saudia Roundtree, Georgia – Basketball
Victoria Dunlap, Kentucky – Basketball
Temeka Johnson, LSU – Basketball
Armitrte Price Herrington, Ole Miss – Basketball
Sharon Fanning, Mississippi State – Basketball (Coach)
Dr. Joann Rutherford, Missouri – Basketball (Coach)
Adrienne Gautreaux-McDonald, South Carolina – Golf
Mary Ostrowski, Tennessee – Basketball (Posthumous)
Lisa Branch, Texas A&M – Basketball
Julie Ditty, Vanderbilt – Tennis

2016
Sarah Patterson, Alabama – Gymnastics (Coach)
Amy Yoder-Begley, Arkansas – Track & Field
Kim Evans, Auburn – Golf (Coach)
Dana Smith Desjarlais, Florida – Basketball
Andy Landers, Georgia – Basketball (Coach)
Tina Johnson Ybarra, Kentucky – Swimming & Diving
LaSondra Barrett, LSU – Basketball
Paloma Collantes-Hansen, Ole Miss – Tennis,
Chelsea Bramlett-Malone, Mississippi State – Softball
Lorraine Ferret, Missouri – Basketball
Denise Nanney-White, South Carolina – Basketball
Shyra Ely-Gash, Tennessee – Basketball
Toccara Williams, Texas A&M – Basketball
Ashley Earley, Vanderbilt – Basketball

2017
Stacy Potter Inman, Alabama – Swimming
Veronica Campbell Brown, Arkansas – Track & Field
Kerron Stewart, Auburn – Track & Field
Sha Brooks, Florida – Basketball
Tasha Humphrey, Georgia – Basketball
Bernadette Madigan-Dugan, Kentucky – Cross Country/Track & Field
Daniela “Dani” Reis, LSU – Volleyball
Van Chancellor, Ole Miss – Basketball (Coach)
Marriissa Harris, Mississippi State – Track & Field
Evan Unrau, Missouri – Basketball
Megan Matthews Buning, South Carolina – Softball
Patricia “Trish” Roberts, Tennessee – Basketball
Takia Starks, Texas A&M – Basketball
Dee Davis, Vanderbilt – Basketball

2018
Beth Mallory Lesch, Alabama – Track & Field
Jessica Field Phelan, Arkansas – Volleyball
Maggie Bowen, Auburn – Swimming
Jennifer George, Florida – Basketball
Kelly and Coco Miller, Georgia – Basketball
Passion Richardson, Kentucky – Track & Field
Joyce Walker, LSU – Basketball
Eugenia Conner, Ole Miss – Basketball
Courtney Bures, Mississippi State – Softball
Amanda Lassiter, Missouri – Basketball
Miki Barber, South Carolina – Track
Cindy Brogdon, Tennessee – Basketball
Morenike Atunrase, Texas A&M – Basketball
Caroline Williams Hipps, Vanderbilt – Basketball